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Abstract-The subject of this paper i\ the analysis of planar deformation in deformation experiments where the 
speclmcn can be observed throughout deformation. or at regular intervals. The critical step in the analysis of 
deformation is the determination of displacements of material points over a deformation increment. Pattern 
matching is a useful and accurate method to perform this task. This method is most suited for the measurement of 
strain o\cr small deformation increments. where it can produce better results than strain measurements with 
\traln markers or inscribcd grids. It is well sulted for geological deformation experiments with for instance sand or 
clay boxes or transparent deformation cells. 

The distribution of strain can hc made visihlc with a stereoscope and two Images of the deforming spccimcn 
taken at different stage5 of dcformatlon. The difference5 in relative displacement of fcaturcs on the images are 
translated by the brain to apparent elevation. The gradient of the slope depends on the magnitude of finite strain. 
A stercoscopc IS thus a cheap and simple tool to quickly and qualitatively assess strain distribution in a deforming 

INTRODUCTION 

Several types of deformation experiments have been 
developed that allow observation of the deforming 
specimen throughout the experiment, or at regular 
intervals. These are for instance sand box experiments, 
shear box experiments with clays. putties or wax and 
transparent deformation cell experiments (Fig. 1). In 
general these experiments produce a planar displace- 
ment field. An important part of the analysis of these 
experiments is the determination of the strain distri- 
bution within the specimen. This is usually done with 
strain markers, for instance circles or a grid inscribed on 
the specimen (Mancktelow 1991) or marker particles 
mixed with the sample material (Jesse11 1986, Means 
1989, Bons ef al. 1993). Images of the specimens (e.g. 
photographs) are recorded at regular intervals during 
deformation. The change in shape or (relative) position 
of the strain markers over a certain applied deformation 
increment then provides information on the magnitude 
and distribution of strain within the specimen. 

In this paper we would like to draw attention to a 
relatively simple method to analyse planar deformation 
in experiments as described above. The method is based 
on pattern matching to determine the displacements of 
material points in the deforming sample. This pattern 
matching can be done by a computer using digitized 
images, or by eye with the aid of a conventional stereo- 
scope. The principles of this method are not new. 
Pattern matching is widely used for flow visualization in 
fluid dynamics (e.g. Chang Rr Tatterson 1983). Butter- 

field et al. (1970) already suggested the use of a stereo- 
scope to determine displacement distributions in soil 
deformation experiments. The present day availability 
of computerized image analysis methods has made it 
possible to perform the same task automatically, as has 
been done by Blanchard & Page (1991). However, the 
possibilities of the method have not yet been fully 
exploited in the field of structural geological experi- 
ments. 

PRINCIPLES OF STRAIN ANALYSIS IN 
EXPERIMENTS 

The first step of the strain analysis in a deforming 
sample is to determine the change in position of material 
points as a function of their original position. This 
defines the displacement vector field (Figs. lc & d). Once 
this displacement vector field is known, one can differ- 
entiate it with respect to the X- and Y-axis to obtain the 
displacement gradient tensor field. This tells us for in- 
stance the incremental strain at any point between the 
undeformed and the deformed state (Fig. le). The 
duration of the deformation increment is usually known 
in an experiment. Division of the displacement vector 
field by the duration then gives the mean velocity vector 
field and, by differentiation, the mean velocity gradient 
tensor field. If we only know the position of a material 
point at the beginning and the end of a deformation 
increment, we do not know the path the material point 
has taken between these two positions. The adjective 
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A, undeformed 

‘mean’ therefore reI‘er5 to the mean over time of the 
velocity of a particular- materi:tl potnt. The difference 
between the mean velocity and the true velocity vector 
becomes ncgligihlc when the deformation incrcmcnt i\ 
very small. 

The crucial stage in the anal!,\i\ i\ the dctcrminatlon 
of the displaccmcnt vector\. The classical appI-oath i\ to 
determine the displacements of ;I sclzcted number of 
points (grid lines and nodes. mat-!icl- particles) ;tnd 
interpolate between these point\ to obtain the whole 
displacement vector fic!d (I\-lancktelo~ I991 . Bons e/ trl. 
lYY3). Even the mo\t cophisticatcd interpolation 
method relics on \ornc assumptions about the displace- 
ment field. and the interpolation Inc\itablv introduce\ a 
certain amount of unccrtaint\. and error. The most 
important assumption i\ that the displacement ix CI)IV 
tinuous: ciiscontinuoux displaccmcnt lields. such as grain 
boundary sliding. arc nclt well trcatcci by a continuous 
interpolation mcthocl. Idcall) one would rathcl- dcter- 
mine the ctisplaccment \‘ector\ ot 311 material points. 
Although the determination c)t the displacement for 
each point requires some assumptions and interpolation 

as part of the pattern matching, no second step of 
interpolation brtwven these points is necessary. 

STRAIN ANALYSIS WITH PATTERN MATCHING 

The analysis is based on two images of a sample, taken 
at stages A and B during deformation (Fig. 2). To 
determine the displacement of a material point between 
the two stages. one selects a small region or ‘mask’ 
around the point in image A. One then searches in image 
B tar the region (with the same size as the mask) that 
most resembles the mask. The midpoint of this region in 
image B is the new position of the material point under 
consideration. This routine can bc applied to a set of 
points in the specimen. for instance the intersection 
points of a square grid (Blanchard bi Page 1991). or the 
strain tnarkers that wcrc used. The advantage of this 
approach is that one can determine the displacement at 
any point. Although the pattern matching involves some 
interpolation within the mask. there is no second stage 
of interpolation between strain markers. 
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The rcaolution and accuracy of this method are firstly 
limited by the type of the image features or patterns that 
are visible on the images: a high spatial frequency, high 
contrast pattern with little repeating structure is ideal. 
Thus for a clay-box experiment one would spray the 
spccimcn with different colours or shades of paint and 
for the transparent deformation cell experiments one 
would mix the sample material with as many very small 
particles as possible kvithout signifcantly influencing the 
deformational behaviour (Fig. I). The second limitation 
is that strain increments must he small enough to ensure 
that the region under the mask can still be recognized 
after the strain increment. Pattern matching is therefore 
best suited to small strain incrcmcnts. which is where 
strain analysi\ with strain markers is the least accurate. 
Subsequent small strain increments can be integrated to 
determine the finite strain distribution over a large 
increment. This \vaq one can achieve a high resolution in 
both space and time. 

Manual pattern matching 15 possihlc, but is extremely 
cumbersome and not always accurate. Pattern matching 
is cxtcnsi\cly used in the ficlda of Ruid dynamics, geo- 
desy (photogramtnetr~), image analy4s. robotics. etc. 
(e.g. Russ 1992). There fields of scicncc have produced 
algorithms for computeri/ecl pattern matching which 
can easily bc incorporated into programs designed for 
strain analysis. Such a program. being dcvcloped by the 
authors. has been used for Fig. I. which gives an 
example of the application of pattern matching. The 
program uscs the normalized cross-correlation function. 
R ,,,1,,,,. to dctcrminc the displacements (Russ 1993). 
R (,il,,ii i\ :I mcasurc for the correlation between the 
brightness distribution under the t\vo masks for a dis- 
placement of (nl,rl). K,,,, ,,, I\ masimized for each pixel 
by varying 117 and 17 to find the displacement of each 
pixel. A weighting is used to let pixels near the ccntre of 
the mask count more in the correlation than pixel\ 
further awav. 

The use (if computcr&d pattern matching or digital 
imagch can introduct’ one problem. Displacements (with 
pixels as length unit) arc rounded off to v, hole numbers 
if a simple and fast pattern matching routine is used. This 
becomes ;I problem \vhen calculating the gradient of the 
displacement ticld. The pr~>hlcm can be overcome h> 
increasing the re4olution ol the digitized image, or using 
;I more sophisticated patlet-n matching routine. but at 
the cxpcnsc of increasctl computing time and memory 
1lSc‘. 

VISL-AI,I%ATION WI'I'H A STKKEOSCOPE 

‘l‘hc beat and iastc\t pattern matching is still done by 
the eyes and brain togcthcr. For our three-dimensional 
vision, the brain uses pattern matching to detcrminc the 
relative diffcrcncc in position of an object in the two 
images it receives from the e~cs. This differcncc in 
position. the parallax, IS translated to a measure ot 
distance to the object. If one looks at two images of a 
deforming \pecimcn (e.g. Fig. la) with ;I stereoscope (as 

if they were aerial photographs), the brain ‘mistakenly’ 
interprets the differences in position of objects due to 
deformation for parallax. One therefore sees a ‘land- 
scape of hills and valleys’. High strain areas appear as 
steep slopes, whereas areas with no strain appear as fat. 
Discontinuous deformation (for instance grain bound- 
ary sliding) shows up as sharp ledges. This use of stereo- 
photogrammetry to visualize planar displacement fields 
has been described by Butterfield et al. ( 1970). Note that 
the eye preferentially picks up a horizontal parallax. A 
stereoscope is therefore most suited to visualize simple 
shear deformation. The cumbersome work of contour- 
ing ‘elevations’ with a parallax bar or projection plotters 
can fortunately bc avoided with the present availability 
of computerized image processing tools. The stereo- 
scope can however still be a very simple but effective 
tool to get an impression of the strain distribution in a 
deformed specimen, It is useful to locate areas of inter- 
est and visually to check computerized pattern match- 
ing. One can do this assessment during an experiment 
when instant prints (e.g. Polaroid prints) can be made. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Mapping of planar strain in deformation experiments 
using strain markers often does not provide the desired 
resolution in space and time. Pattern matching may 
produce a better result, especially for small strain incre- 
ments. Pattern matching can be done by computer, 
where a large volume of work from other fields of 
science is available, Deformation can also bc visualized 
with the help of a stereoscope. 
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